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Abstract.
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) have experienced an explosion in popularity in

2021, generating billions of dollars in transaction volume and significant return on
investment for the investors in the market. The potential return of investment in the
industry has drawn huge attention worldwide. As a result of this, the highest levels
of innovation are required by the founders of future collections to stand a chance in
the rapid evolution of the digital assets.

However, the development of the NFT ecosystem is still in its early stage, and the
technologies of NFTs are premature. State-of-The-Art NFT solutions suffer from
using the same technical components, protocols, standards, and desired properties
(metadata). In this work, we introduce an added technology to the Formula X NFT
Collection [1] named The Formula X: Rarity Race. An opportunity for the investors
(holders) of the collection to influence market properties like rarity, utility, etc. and
hereby the return of their investment.

This paper explains the development of the technology, implementation and also
integration with the most common platforms such as Opensea [2]. To the best of
our knowledge this is the only project to offer such features to its investors.
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1. Introduction

Any experienced crypto investor has stumbled across the term Non-Fungible Token (or
NFT). NFT trading volume hit an astonishing 17.6 billion USD in 2021, an increase
of 21.000 % from 2020, according to a report from Nonfungible.com [3]. Celebrities
and major companies like Nike [4], Aston Martin [5] and VISA [6] all established NFT
partnerships or even their own collections making the digital assets enter mainstream
consciousness in a big way. And in the same way with Facebook’s rebrand to Meta,
additional hype was created around the already successful metaverse initiatives. In 2021
the average NFT investor also got better at making money from NFTs, generating a total
5.4 billion in profits through sales of the tokens in 2021 [7].

Alongside the rise in popularity of NFTs the Formula 1 popularity is also at an all-
time high, as the league outpaced any other major sports league in terms of growth in
2021. According to a report from Formula 1 [8], “The season finale in Abu Dhabi drew
108.7m viewers – the highest viewing figures for a race during the season.” beating the
Super Bowl LVI in simultaneous viewer number.
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After this historical milestone had been reached, the world of F1 was treated to
another surprise, as Crypto is seen all over Formula 1. Formula 1 has announced
Crypto.com as official sponsor and as its inaugural global partner of the F1 Sprint series.
“As F1 continues to explore new ways for fans to engage and become more immersed
in the sport, Crypto.com will also become the Official Cryptocurrency Sponsor and NFT
partner of F1 [9].”

Finally, let us introduce the test case of this whitepaper and the latest innovative
Formula 1 related NFT Project: Formula X [1].

This white paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we will present the technical
properties of the Formula X project. This section also outlines the selection criteria for
the NFT- and metadata standards. In Sec. 3, the Formula X Rarity Race is introduced as
well as developed into an integrational part of each digital asset in the collections. This
section also determines the X-Score. Finally, Sec 4 introduce the genesis collection of
the NFT project before concluding remarks are shared in Sec. 5

2. Formula X: Technical Properties

Formula X is a collection of 8888 unique NFTs designed in 4K. The collection features
exquisite helmets each with unique traits and utilities, among which ten legendaries stand
out in terms of rarity, utility, and value.

Additionally, the holders will become part of 10 different teams, sponsored by
racing-related companies delivering utility and perks to the team, thereby providing a
unique opportunity for real-life companies to tap into the digital world of NFT technolo-
gies with their businesses.

2.1. NFT Standard

Assuring the correct standards for the NFT and Metadata is arguably the most important
decision of any early stage NFT project. They provide developers with the guarantee that
the deployed smart contracts behave in the desired way and also describe exactly how to
interact with the basic functionality of the assets e.g. when trading the assets after mint.

The project requires the standard to provide an interface allowing wallet applications
to work with any of the NFTs on the Ethereum Mainnet. Secondly, all helmets in the
collection should be distinct, hence no two helmet art pieces are alike. The individual
NFTs should be distinguishable and ownership MUST be traced of each one separately,
not as a bulk collection or ”grouping”.

Introducing the ERC721 [10]. A Solidity [11] smart contract standard, enabling
founders to create compliant contracts from the OpenZeppelin repository [12]. ERC721
is actually relatively simple: it provides a mapping of unique identifiers (each of
which represents a single asset) to addresses, which represent the owner of that iden-
tifier. ERC721 also provides a permissioned way to transfer these assets, using the
transferFrom method.

This standard is inspired by the ERC-20 token (coin/crypto currency) standard [13]
and builds on several years of experience after the EIP-20 [14] was created. In this case
the EIP-20 and ERC-20 standards were found insufficient for tracking NFTs because
each asset is distinct (non-fungible) whereas each of a quantity of tokens or coins is
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identical (fungible). And thus the Formula X collection and its further features was based
on the assumption of using the ERC-721 standard.

2.2. Metadata

So, ERC-721 will allow us to represent the NFTs by providing a way to check who owns
what and a way to move things around. The next step is to add the visual attributes of the
helmet art piece into the smart contract. With reference to the ERC-721 documentation,
the standard allows the simplest form of including attributes through so-called on-chain
metadata. So far, most marketplaces for NFTs don’t read the on-chain data, making the
visualization for the NFT an issue. Text-based metadata such as attributes and descrip-
tions are easy to store on-chain. Also, another aspect of the metadata is price. The cost of
data storage is roughly 640K Gas per Kb of data [15]. With the current market gas prices
is approximately 100 Gwei [16] (but peaks at 250-300 is no uncommon) or 0.000000100
ETH, and 1 ETH equals 3200 USD today [17], developers will be spending 30.000 USD
just to store a single 150 Kb low quality image file. This is simply not a viable solu-
tion, although the authors are aware that the scalability issues will be solved with the
deployment of Ethereum 2.0 [18].

However, there are simpler (and cheaper) solutions available. As OpenSea also sug-
gests, descriptive information for a certain tokenId stored off-chain can be gathered
through a simple API and called by the marketplace (see Fig. 2.2).

Figure 1. Illustration of off-chain metadata called by the marketplace and connected to the smart contract’s
unique tokenId. Illustration by the authors.

Off-chain User Interfaces (UI) call this API to gather all the information about the
NFT. Each tokenId has a specific tokenURI that defines this API gathering of info.
The product delivered returns a standard json (java) object. A Formula X token json
example:
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{

"name": "Formula X: Test1",

"description": "8888 next-generation, Formula X Helmets.",

"image": "https://ipfs.io/ipfs/QmZ6YKrjBMDbkpvXHPZW8KF6w53

Dj1nxhNgxosznSt9ZQ9?filename=X_TM.png",

"attributes": [[

{

"trait_type": "Rarity Race Team Allocation",

"value": "METAVERSE RACING TEAM"

},

{

"trait_type": "Spoiler",

"value": "ARAX-1"

},

{

"trait_type": "Visor",

"value": "Chrome"

}

. . .]

}]

You will notice that our image file called by the json object is stored through another
URI. Other projects choose to run dedicated servers to host the information. This is
first of all a centralized solution, and the authors dislike the storing of visuals for the
NFT in an unsafe manner risking server downtime or hacking. Instead, the InterPlanetary
File System (IPFS) has been utilized. A blockchain system and peer-to-peer protocol
designed to make the web faster, safer, and more open [19]. It allows you to upload
locally stored files. Uploads are then uniquely hashed so that changes to the source files
(or data) will be stored in its hashID e.g. when changing the image file (revealing the
NFT art) the on-chain hash/tokenURI also changes and the history of the metadata is
recorded. So, uploading the local files does not require running a server. But to ensure
the file (node) availability if the local computer is shut down, we need to ”pin” our data
and store it in multiple nodes. For this, the authors utilize the service Pinata [20]. This
unique Formula X API metadata system is what enables the link in the json file to access
the test NFT image through the IPFS server. Try it yourself.1

3. Formula X: Rarity Race™

With the basics of the NFT smart contract determined we hereby introduce a dynamic
rarity scale to the Formula X project with the main premise; Increase the value of your
own NFT helmet by exposing it to the world or by holding multiple NFTs of same collec-
tion in your wallet. From the day of the mint, a live leaderboard integrated on the front
page of the official webpage will show the helmets in the order of highest to lowest ex-
posure [1]. The purpose of the feature is also to introduce real life companies to the un-

1https://ipfs.io/ipfs/QmZ6YKrjBMDbkpvXHPZW8KF6w53Dj1nxhNgxosznSt9ZQ9?filename=X TM.png
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tapped potential of tokenized assets as a lucrative business model without having to deal
with technical entrance barriers as explained in previous sections. A co-branding strategy
to create synergy and value for both parties. The proposed feature will be introduced as
Formula X: Rarity Race™.

To enable this feature, we develop an integration method of dynamic rarity aligning
with the metadata standards and system as explained in Sec. 2. The main requirements
for the Rarity Race to function is an embedded team division in the metadata. In the json
file displayed previously, the attribute section includes a Rarity Race Team Allocation for
this purpose. 10 teams will be dividing the collection into teams of 888 NFTs compet-
ing against each other individually and as teams. Different teams will unlock different
utilities and rarity increase will affect sales value and hereby return of investment for
the owners. The dynamic scale to determine the highest valued tokens and teams will be
introduced as The X-Score™

3.1. The X-Score™

To determine the X-Score we combined two general approaches to game theory: com-
petitive and cooperative [21]. Since climbing the ladder of the Rarity Race constructor
standing will unlock utilities, the individual has to work together with the team to max-
imise joint outcome, not withstanding that they may also be competitors internally. Based
on this goal we determine objectives for the ranking system:

• Teamplay
• Holding multiple NFTs from the collection
• Higher number of ”favourites” on Opensea results in higher score
• Safety: difficult to ”hack” the score
• Low barriers to holders/investors (simple system)
• Encourage holding the NFT
• Increase floorprice
• Act as marketing and encourage more investors to join

Based on a two by two comparing of the criteria an importance factor was calculated
for each. This was used to assess the potential variables to include. The results of the
determined process can be seen in Fig. 2

The developing team applied and was granted the official Opensea API and Software
Development Kit - the information available and how this was utilized in the process
is only available to the developers. However, based on the results from the objectives
analysis the mathematical expression in eq. 1 was determined:

XScore = A ·10+
B · (B+1) ·C0.5

2
(1)

where:
A=Opensea Favourites,
B=Days of holding,
C=Number of NFTs in wallet
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Figure 2. Comparison of criteria and variable analysis. Illustration by the authors.

3.1.1. Implementation & Integration

As seen in the X-Score it is necessary to fetch and filter information from the ERC-721
asset, marketplace and holder’s wallet. This was enabled by the OpenSea HTTP API
which was requested by the developing team and granted by OpenSea. Unfortunately
all the necessary data for the X-Score was not aggregated in the API, making this a
larger challenge for the developers. Through their own algorithms the necessary data was
scraped with a json script and stored by a datalogger. When the NFT changes owner
the transaction will trigger a stamped note of the X-Score and add it to the new owner
sequence. This secures the X-Score even if the NFT changes owner.

To promote teamplay, the Discord server channel2 will be organized with dedicated
team channels to make the team and community as a whole more connected.

3.2. Front-end User Interface

The holder of the Formula X collection NFTs will be able to access the rarity race
overview through the official Formula X Webpage3. The interface allows the user to ac-
cess the dynamic rarity ranking. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the individual NFTs will be listed
and ranked based on their X-Score. The UI will provide information about the individual
NFT and Team performances.

Furthermore the UI will provide features to calculate the resulting X-Score of NFTs
if bought by a certain wallet, comparing NFTs on the relevant parameters of the X-Score
(head to head matching) and more.

2discord.com/invite/qbcqcsH8U6
3Formulaxnft.com
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Figure 3. Visualization of the web based user interface for the Rarity Race Rankings including important
technical parameters for the X-Score algorithm. Illustration by the authors.

3.3. Validation

The Formula X Rarity Race classifies as a deterministic system, in which it always pro-
duces the same output from a given starting condition. The challenge is the randomness
introduced to the variables or starting conditions. We introduced repeated random sam-
pling to obtain numerical results to analyze the usability of the determined expression.
The graph in Fig. 4 illustrate a few of the simulated scenarios. Here we present four sce-

Figure 4. X-Score as a function of days of holding. Different graphs simulate wallets holding 1, 2, 5 and 10
NFTs as well as the linear function illustrating how likes accumulate. Illustration by the authors.

narios of X-Score progression over a 100 day period when holding 1, 2, 5 or 10 NFTs in
your wallet. It can be seen that the rewards of holding multiple NFTs has an exponential
influence on the growth of the asset X-Score. We express this as ”speed”. In other words,
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any holder of an NFT can accelerate their score development or speed by holding multi-
ple NFTs in their wallet over a duration of time. The longer time you own the NFT the
larger the benefit, based on the infinite divergent series:

days

∑
k=1

k =
days · (days+1)

2
(2)

If a team is performing poorly and has the lowest floor price of all teams, they will have
an advantage in gaining speed due to the overall lower acquisition price and holders will
have incentive to keep multiple NFTs in a single wallet. This introduces dynamics which
boost floor price and keep the game continuously competitive. Simultaneously, in the
higher end of the field the urge to sell your NFT at a high profit will lead the owners
to cash in and thereby losing speed (without losing positions) making it possible for
other teams to catch up. Likes (Opensea favourites) has a linear influence on the score
by adding 20 points for each like. Fig. 4 illustrates how 100 likes results in 2000 points
for the X-Score as an example. In other words, any holder will yield the same reward for
the same amount of work.

The final validation step takes the Rarity Race and the X-Score into real life action
through the so-called Formula X: Sprint Race!

4. Formula X: Sprint Race

A Genesis Block is the name given to the first block ever minted in a block-chain. In
Formula 1, the Sprint Race is designed to provide a short and fast-paced race with drivers
racing flat-out from start to finish without the need to pit. The highest on the grid will
enter the main race with extra points and in front of the competition.

Allow us to introduce the NFT Genesis Collection: Formula X: Sprint Race, which
is set to validate the asset standards, safety, marketplace, transactions, API, X-Score and
much more. The Sprint Race collection will include 500 NFTs with no team allocation.
The genesis will allow the developers to validate the functionalities, but also introduce
tweaks and improvements before the full Rarity Race season starts with 10 teams.

As with the winner of a Formula 1 Sprint Race, you gain extra points and a ”head-
start” into the race by winning the Sprint. Holders of the Genesis Formula X collec-
tion will also be rewarded providing incentive to go flat-out and win the sprint before
launching the full collection.

5. Concluding Remarks

We provide an innovative introduction of a dynamic rarity scale to a standardized and
tokenized investment asset. We introduce the suggested ways of integrating and imple-
menting the solution in the Formula X project and put the developed ranking system to
the test through simulations. Finally, future work will introduce the genesis collection of
the Formula X NFT collection and put the developments to the test.
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